Cloud Score for
SAP Business ByDesign
Unlock the data in your ERP system

How to navigate the
new economics realities
Every small and midsize company faces moments of
economic highs and lows. But this most recent cycle of
change is testing everyone’s limits to the point where old
norms and rules no longer apply.
Accoding to new research from Oxford Economics,
“transforming operations around new technologies and
human experiences will be critical to resilience and growth
on the years ahead.”

Research shows that businesses believe adopting more digital
technologies can increase efficiency, improve the customer
experience and leads to a more productive workplace
Q. In which of the following ways do you expect automation and
digital technologies to support your organization’s business goals?
(Respondents could select all that apply.)

Increase process
efficiency by reducing
error, risk and cost

Improve productivity
through transformation
and intelligent process
automation

Improve understanding
of the wants and needs
of customers, employees
and partners

Allow employees to
focus on higher-level
business tasks

Dashboard
Allow you to monitor your
business performance by
displaying historical trends,
actionable data, and
real-time information.
Dashboards unlock the key
data within your ERP and
make it readily available
to the right business users,
when they need it.

Intelligent enterprises differentiate
through three key capabilities

Visibility

Focus

Agility

The ability to collect and connect
data that was previously siloed,
and recognize unseen patterns

The ability to simulate the impact
of potential options and direct
scarce resources to the areas of
maximum impact

The ability to respond faster to
changes in the marketplace or
the business and pivot business
processes toward the right
customer outcomes

Cloud Score for Business ByDesign + SAP
Analytics Cloud + SAP Business ByDesign

Reduce data errors
by removing data
entry errors

Speed up the time
taken to create
reports and forecasts

Create time for employees to
focus on strategic issues as
opposed to repetitive tasks

Unlock the data in your ERP system with templated dashboards and
reports for Finance, HR and Revenue

Learn how Cloud Score for Business
ByDesign + SAP Analytics Cloud + SAP
Business ByDesign can help you to
unleash the data in your ERP and
make better business decisions, faster.

WATCH THE

WEBINAR

Provide greater clarity
in to the actual state of
the business rather than
anecdotal evidence

